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Paperless is a simple Django application running in two parts: a Consumer (the thing that does the indexing) and the
Web server (the part that lets you search & download already-indexed documents). If you want to learn more about its
functions keep on reading after the installation section.
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ONE

WHY THIS EXISTS

Paper is a nightmare. Environmental issues aside, there’s no excuse for it in the 21st century. It takes up space, collects
dust, doesn’t support any form of a search feature, indexing is tedious, it’s heavy and prone to damage & loss.
I wrote this to make “going paperless” easier. I do not have to worry about finding stuff again. I feed documents right
from the post box into the scanner and then shred them. Perhaps you might find it useful too.
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Chapter 1. Why This Exists

CHAPTER

TWO

PAPERLESS-NG

Paperless-ng is a fork of the original paperless project. It changes many things both on the surface and under the hood.
Paperless-ng was created because I feel that these changes are too big to be pushed into the main repository right away.
NG stands for both Angular (the framework used for the Frontend) and next-gen. Publishing this project under a
different name also avoids confusion between paperless and paperless-ng.
If you want to learn about what’s different in paperless-ng, check out these resources in the documentation:
• Some screenshots of the new UI are available.
• Read this section if you want to learn about how paperless automates all tagging using machine learning.
• Paperless now comes with a proper email consumer that’s fully tested and production ready.
• See this note about GnuPG encryption in paperless-ng.
• Paperless is now integrated with a task processing queue that tells you at a glance when and why something is
not working.
• The changelog contains a detailed list of all changes in paperless-ng.
It would be great if this project could eventually merge back into the main repository, but it needs a lot more work
before that can happen.
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Chapter 2. Paperless-ng

CHAPTER

THREE

CONTENTS

3.1 Setup
3.1.1 Download
Go to the project page on GitHub and download the latest release. There are multiple options available.
• Download the dockerfiles archive if you want to pull paperless from Docker Hub.
• Download the dist archive and extract it if you want to build the docker image yourself or want to install paperless
without docker.
Hint: In contrast to paperless, the recommended way to get and update paperless-ng is not to pull the entire git
repository. Paperless-ng includes artifacts that need to be compiled, and that’s already done for you in the release.

Want to try out paperless-ng before migrating?
The release contains a file .env which sets the docker-compose project name to “paperless”, which is the same as
before and instructs docker-compose to reuse and upgrade your paperless volumes.
Just rename the project name in that file to anything else and docker-compose will create fresh volumes for you!

3.1.2 Overview of Paperless-ng
Compared to paperless, paperless-ng works a little different under the hood and has more moving parts that work
together. While this increases the complexity of the system, it also brings many benefits.
Paperless consists of the following components:
• The webserver: This is pretty much the same as in paperless. It serves the administration pages, the API, and
the new frontend. This is the main tool you’ll be using to interact with paperless. You may start the webserver
with
$ cd /path/to/paperless/src/
$ pipenv run gunicorn -c /usr/src/paperless/gunicorn.conf.py -b 0.0.0.0:8000
˓→paperless.wsgi

or by any other means such as Apache mod_wsgi.
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• The consumer: This is what watches your consumption folder for documents. However, the consumer itself
does not consume really consume your documents anymore. It rather notifies a task processor that a new file is
ready for consumption. I suppose it should be named differently. This also used to check your emails, but that’s
now gone elsewhere as well.
Start the consumer with the management command document_consumer:
$ cd /path/to/paperless/src/
$ pipenv run python3 manage.py document_consumer

• The task processor: Paperless relies on Django Q for doing much of the heavy lifting. This is a task queue that
accepts tasks from multiple sources and processes tasks in parallel. It also comes with a scheduler that executes
certain commands periodically.
This task processor is responsible for:
– Consuming documents. When the consumer finds new documents, it notifies the task processor to start a
consumption task.
– Consuming emails. It periodically checks your configured accounts for new mails and produces consumption tasks for any documents it finds.
– The task processor also performs the consumption of any documents you upload through the web interface.
– Maintain the search index and the automatic matching algorithm. These are things that paperless needs to
do from time to time in order to operate properly.
This allows paperless to process multiple documents from your consumption folder in parallel! On a modern
multicore system, consumption with full ocr is blazing fast.
The task processor comes with a built-in admin interface that you can use to see whenever any of the tasks fail
and inspect the errors (i.e., wrong email credentials, errors during consuming a specific file, etc).
You may start the task processor by executing:
$ cd /path/to/paperless/src/
$ pipenv run python3 manage.py qcluster

• A redis message broker: This is a really lightweight service that is responsible for getting the tasks from the
webserver and consumer to the task scheduler. These run in different processes (maybe even on different machines!), and therefore, this is necessary.
• A database server. Paperless supports PostgreSQL and sqlite for storing its data. However, with the added
concurrency, it is strongly advised to use PostgreSQL, as sqlite has its limits in that regard.

3.1.3 Installation
You can go multiple routes with setting up and running Paperless:
• The docker route
• The bare metal route
The docker route is quick & easy. This is the recommended route. This configures all the stuff from above automatically so that it just works and uses sensible defaults for all configuration options.
The bare metal route is more complicated to setup but makes it easier should you want to contribute some code back.
You need to configure and run the above mentioned components yourself.
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Docker Route
1. Install Docker and docker-compose.1
Caution: If you want to use the included docker-compose.*.yml file, you need to have at least
Docker version 17.09.0 and docker-compose version 1.17.0.
See the Docker installation guide on how to install the current version of Docker for your operating system
or Linux distribution of choice. To get an up-to-date version of docker-compose, follow the docker-compose
installation guide if your package repository doesn’t include it.
2. Copy either docker-compose.sqlite.yml or docker-compose.postgres.yml
docker-compose.yml, depending on which database backend you want to use.

to

Hint: For new installations, it is recommended to use postgresql as the database backend. This is due to the
increased amount of concurrency in paperless-ng.
2. Modify docker-compose.yml to your preferences. You should change the path to the consumption directory in this file. Find the line that specifies where to mount the consumption directory:
- ./consume:/usr/src/paperless/consume

Replace the part BEFORE the colon with a local directory of your choice:
- /home/jonaswinkler/paperless-inbox:/usr/src/paperless/consume

Don’t change the part after the colon or paperless wont find your documents.
3. Modify docker-compose.env, following the comments in the file. The most important change is to set
USERMAP_UID and USERMAP_GID to the uid and gid of your user on the host system. This ensures that both
the docker container and you on the host machine have write access to the consumption directory. If your UID
and GID on the host system is 1000 (the default for the first normal user on most systems), it will work out of
the box without any modifications.
Note: You can use any settings from the file paperless.conf in this file. Have a look at Configuration to
see whats available.
4. Run docker-compose up -d. This will create and start the necessary containers. This will also build the
image of paperless if you grabbed the source archive.
5. To be able to login, you will need a super user. To create it, execute the following command:
$ docker-compose run --rm webserver createsuperuser

This will prompt you to set a username, an optional e-mail address and finally a password.
6. The default docker-compose.yml exports the webserver on your local port 8000. If you haven’t adapted
this, you should now be able to visit your Paperless instance at http://127.0.0.1:8000. You can login
with the user and password you just created.
1 You of course don’t have to use docker-compose, but it simplifies deployment immensely. If you know your way around Docker, feel free to
tinker around without using compose!

3.1. Setup
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Bare Metal Route

Warning: TBD. User docker for now.

3.1.4 Migration to paperless-ng
At its core, paperless-ng is still paperless and fully compatible. However, some things have changed under the hood,
so you need to adapt your setup depending on how you installed paperless. The important things to keep in mind are
as follows.
• Read the changelog and take note of breaking changes.
• It is recommended to use postgresql as the database now. If you want to continue using SQLite, which is the
default of paperless, use docker-compose.sqlite.yml. See Moving data from SQLite to PostgreSQL for
details on how to move your data from sqlite to postgres.
• The task scheduler of paperless, which is used to execute periodic tasks such as email checking and maintenance,
requires a redis message broker instance. The docker-compose route takes care of that.
• The layout of the folder structure for your documents and data remains the same, so you can just plug your old
docker volumes into paperless-ng and expect it to find everything where it should be.
Migration to paperless-ng is then performed in a few simple steps:
1. Stop paperless.
$ cd /path/to/current/paperless
$ docker-compose down

2. Do a backup for two purposes: If something goes wrong, you still have your data. Second, if you don’t like
paperless-ng, you can switch back to paperless.
3. Download the latest release of paperless-ng. You can either go with the docker-compose files or use the archive
to build the image yourself. You can either replace your current paperless folder or put paperless-ng in a different
location.
Caution: The release include a .env file. This will set the project name for docker compose to
paperless so that paperless-ng will automatically reuse your existing paperless volumes. When you
start it, it will migrate your existing data. After that, your old paperless installation will be incompatible
with the migrated volumes.
4. Copy the docker-compose.sqlite.yml file to docker-compose.yml. If you want to migrate to
PostgreSQL, do that after you migrated your existing SQLite database.
5. Adjust docker-compose.yml and docker-compose.env to your needs. See docker route for details
on which edits are advised.
6. Start paperless-ng.
$ docker-compose up

If you see everything working (you should see some migrations getting applied, for instance), you can gracefully
stop paperless-ng with Ctrl-C and then start paperless-ng as usual with
$ docker-compose up -d
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This will run paperless in the background and automatically start it on system boot.
7. Paperless installed a permanent redirect to admin/ in your browser. This redirect is still in place and prevents
access to the new UI. Clear browsing cache in order to fix this.
8. Optionally, follow the instructions below to migrate your existing data to PostgreSQL.
Moving data from SQLite to PostgreSQL
Moving your data from SQLite to PostgreSQL is done via executing a series of django management commands as
below.
Caution: Make sure that your sqlite database is migrated to the latest version. Starting paperless will make sure
that this is the case. If your try to load data from an old database schema in SQLite into a newer database schema
in PostgreSQL, you will run into trouble.
1. Stop paperless, if it is running.
2. Tell paperless to use PostgreSQL:
a) With docker, copy the provided docker-compose.postgres.yml file to docker-compose.
yml. Remember to adjust the consumption directory, if necessary.
b) Without docker, configure the database in your paperless.conf file. See Configuration for details.
3. Open a shell and initialize the database:
a) With docker, run the following command to open a shell within the paperless container:
$ cd /path/to/paperless
$ docker-compose run --rm webserver /bin/bash

This will lauch the container and initialize the PostgreSQL database.
b) Without docker, open a shell in your virtual environment, switch to the src directory and create the
database schema:
$
$
$
$

cd /path/to/paperless
pipenv shell
cd src
python3 manage.py migrate

This will not copy any data yet.
4. Dump your data from SQLite:
$ python3 manage.py dumpdata --database=sqlite --exclude=contenttypes -˓→exclude=auth.Permission > data.json

5. Load your data into PostgreSQL:
$ python3 manage.py loaddata data.json

6. Exit the shell.
$ exit

7. Start paperless.

3.1. Setup
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3.1.5 Considerations for less powerful devices
Paperless runs on Raspberry Pi. However, some things are rather slow on the Pi and configuring some options in
paperless can help improve performance immensely:
• Consider setting PAPERLESS_OCR_PAGES to 1, so that paperless will only OCR the first page of your documents.
• PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS and PAPERLESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER are configured to use all cores.
The Raspberry Pi models 3 and up have 4 cores, meaning that paperless will use 2 workers and 2 threads per
worker. This may result in slugish response times during consumption, so you might want to lower these settings
(example: 2 workers and 1 thread to always have some computing power left for other tasks).
• Keep PAPERLESS_OCR_ALWAYS at its default value ‘false’ and consider OCR’ing your documents before
feeding them into paperless. Some scanners are able to do this!
• Lower PAPERLESS_CONVERT_DENSITY from its default value 300 to 200. This will still result in rather
accurate OCR, but will decrease consumption time by quite a bit.
• Set PAPERLESS_OPTIMIZE_THUMBNAILS to ‘false’ if you want faster consumption times. Thumbnails
will be about 20% larger.
For details, refer to Configuration.
Note: Updating the automatic matching algorithm takes quite a bit of time. However, the update mechanism checks
if your data has changed before doing the heavy lifting. If you experience the algorithm taking too much cpu time,
consider changing the schedule in the admin interface to daily. You can also manually invoke the task by changing the
date and time of the next run to today/now.
The actual matching of the algorithm is fast and works on Raspberry Pi as well as on any other device.

3.2 Usage Overview
Paperless is an application that manages your personal documents. With the help of a document scanner (see Scanner
recommendations), paperless transforms your wieldy physical document binders into a searchable archive and provices
many utilities for finding and managing your documents.

3.2.1 Terms and definitions
Paperless esentially consists of two different parts for managing your documents:
• The consumer watches a specified folder and adds all documents in that folder to paperless.
• The web server provides a UI that you use to manage and search for your scanned documents.
Each document has a couple of fields that you can assign to them:
• A Document is a piece of paper that sometimes contains valuable information.
• The correspondent of a document is the person, institution or company that a document either originates form,
or is sent to.
• A tag is a label that you can assign to documents. Think of labels as more powerful folders: Multiple documents
can be grouped together with a single tag, however, a single document can also have multiple tags. This is not
possible with folders. The reason folders are not implemented in paperless is simply that tags are much more
versatile than folders.
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• A document type is used to demarkate the type of a document such as letter, bank statement, invoice, contract,
etc. It is used to identify what a document is about.
• The date added of a document is the date the document was scanned into paperless. You cannot and should not
change this date.
• The date created of a document is the date the document was intially issued. This can be the date you bought a
product, the date you signed a contract, or the date a letter was sent to you.
• The archive serial number (short: ASN) of a document is the identifier of the document in your physical
document binders. See The recommended workflow below.
• The content of a document is the text that was OCR’ed from the document. This text is fed into the search
engine and is used for matching tags, correspondents and document types.

3.2.2 Frontend overview
Warning: TBD. Add some fancy screenshots!

3.2.3 Adding documents to paperless
Once you’ve got Paperless setup, you need to start feeding documents into it. Currently, there are three options: the
consumption directory, IMAP (email), and HTTP POST.
The consumption directory
The primary method of getting documents into your database is by putting them in the consumption directory. The
consumer runs in an infinite loop looking for new additions to this directory and when it finds them, it goes about the
process of parsing them with the OCR, indexing what it finds, and storing it in the media directory.
Getting stuff into this directory is up to you. If you’re running Paperless on your local computer, you might just want
to drag and drop files there, but if you’re running this on a server and want your scanner to automatically push files to
this directory, you’ll need to setup some sort of service to accept the files from the scanner. Typically, you’re looking
at an FTP server like Proftpd or a Windows folder share with Samba.
IMAP (Email)
You can tell paperless-ng to consume documents from your email accounts. This is a very flexible and powerful
feature, if you regularly received documents via mail that you need to archive. The mail consumer can be configured
by using the admin interface in the following manner:
1. Define e-mail accounts.
2. Define mail rules for your account.
These rules perform the following:
1. Connect to the mail server.
2. Fetch all matching mails (as defined by folder, maximum age and the filters)
3. Check if there are any consumable attachments.
4. If so, instruct paperless to consume the attachments and optionally use the metadata provided in the rule for the
new document.

3.2. Usage Overview
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5. If documents were consumed from a mail, the rule action is performed on that mail.
Paperless will completely ignore mails that do not match your filters. It will also only perform the action on mails that
it has consumed documents from.
The actions all ensure that the same mail is not consumed twice by different means. These are as follows:
• Delete: Immediately deletes mail that paperless has consumed documents from. Use with caution.
• Mark as read: Mark consumed mail as read. Paperless will not consume documents from already read mails.
If you read a mail before paperless sees it, it will be ignored.
• Flag: Sets the ‘important’ flag on mails with consumed documents. Paperless will not consume flagged mails.
• Move to folder: Moves consumed mails out of the way so that paperless wont consume them again.
Caution: The mail consumer will perform these actions on all mails it has consumed documents from. Keep
in mind that the actual consumption process may fail for some reason, leaving you with missing documents in
paperless.

Note: With the correct set of rules, you can completely automate your email documents. Create rules for every
correspondent you receive digital documents from and paperless will read them automatically. The default acion
“mark as read” is pretty tame and will not cause any damage or data loss whatsoever.
You can also setup a special folder in your mail account for paperless and use your favorite mail client to move to be
consumed mails into that folder automatically or manually and tell paperless to move them to yet another folder after
consumption. It’s up to you.

Note: Paperless will process the rules in the order defined in the admin page.
You can define catch-all rules and have them executed last to consume any documents not matched by previous rules.
Such a rule may assign an “Unknown mail document” tag to consumed documents so you can inspect them further.
Paperless is set up to check your mails every 10 minutes. This can be configured on the ‘Scheduled tasks’ page in the
admin.
REST API
You can also submit a document using the REST API, see POSTing documents for details.

3.2.4 The recommended workflow
Once you have familiarized yourself with paperless and are ready to use it for all your documents, the recommended
workflow for managing your documents is as follows. This workflow also takes into account that some documents
have to be kept in physical form, but still ensures that you get all the advantages for these documents as well.
The following diagram shows how easy it is to manage your documents.
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Preparations in paperless
• Create an inbox tag that gets assigned to all new documents.
• Create a TODO tag.

3.2. Usage Overview
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Processing of the physical documents
Keep a physical inbox. Whenever you receive a document that you need to archive, put it into your inbox. Regulary,
do the following for all documents in your inbox:
1. For each document, decide if you need to keep the document in physical form. This applies to certain important
documents, such as contracts and certificates.
2. If you need to keep the document, write a running number on the document before scanning, starting at one and
counting upwards. This is the archive serial number, or ASN in short.
3. Scan the document.
4. If the document has an ASN assigned, store it in a single binder, sorted by ASN. Don’t order this binder in any
other way.
5. If the document has no ASN, throw it away. Yay!
Over time, you will notice that your physical binder will fill up. If it is full, label the binder with the range of ASNs in
this binder (i.e., “Documents 1 to 343”), store the binder in your cellar or elsewhere, and start a new binder.
The idea behind this process is that you will never have to use the physical binders to find a document. If you need a
specific physical document, you may find this document by:
1. Searching in paperless for the document.
2. Identify the ASN of the document, since it appears on the scan.
3. Grab the relevant document binder and get the document. This is easy since they are sorted by ASN.
Processing of documents in paperless
Once you have scanned in a document, proceed in paperless as follows.
1. If the document has an ASN, assign the ASN to the document.
2. Assign a correspondent to the document (i.e., your employer, bank, etc) This isnt strictly necessary but helps in
finding a document when you need it.
3. Assign a document type (i.e., invoice, bank statement, etc) to the document This isnt strictly necessary but helps
in finding a document when you need it.
4. Assign a proper title to the document (the name of an item you bought, the subject of the letter, etc)
5. Check that the date of the document is corrent. Paperless tries to read the date from the content of the document,
but this fails sometimes if the OCR is bad or multiple dates appear on the document.
6. Remove inbox tags from the documents.
Task management
Some documents require attention and require you to act on the document. You may take two different approaches to
handle these documents based on how regularly you intent to use paperless and scan documents.
• If you scan and process your documents in paperless regularly, assign a TODO tag to all scanned documents
that you need to process. Create a saved view on the dashboard that shows all documents with this tag.
• If you do not scan documents regularly and use paperless solely for archiving, create a physical todo box next
to your physical inbox and put documents you need to process in the TODO box. When you performed the task
associated with the document, move it to the inbox.
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3.3 Advanced topics
Paperless offers a couple features that automate certain tasks and make your life easier.

3.3.1 Guesswork
Any document you put into the consumption directory will be consumed, but if you name the file right, it’ll automatically set some values in the database for you. This is is the logic the consumer follows:
1. Try to find the correspondent, title, and tags in the file name following the pattern: Date Correspondent - Title - tag,tag,tag.pdf. Note that the format of the date is rigidly defined
as YYYYMMDDHHMMSSZ or YYYYMMDDZ. The Z refers “Zulu time” AKA “UTC”. The tags are optional, so the
format Date - Correspondent - Title.pdf works as well.
2. If that doesn’t work, we skip the date and try this pattern: Correspondent - Title - tag,tag,tag.
pdf.
3. If that doesn’t work, we try to find the correspondent and title in the file name following the pattern:
Correspondent - Title.pdf.
4. If that doesn’t work, just assume that the name of the file is the title.
So given the above, the following examples would work as you’d expect:
• 20150314000700Z - Some Company Name - Invoice 2016-01-01 - money,invoices.
pdf
• 20150314Z - Some Company Name - Invoice 2016-01-01 - money,invoices.pdf
• Some Company Name - Invoice 2016-01-01 - money,invoices.pdf
• Another Company - Letter of Reference.jpg
• Dad's Recipe for Pancakes.png
These however wouldn’t work:
• 2015-03-14 00:07:00 UTC - Some Company Name, Invoice 2016-01-01, money,
invoices.pdf
• 2015-03-14 - Some Company Name, Invoice 2016-01-01, money, invoices.pdf
• Some Company Name, Invoice 2016-01-01, money, invoices.pdf
• Another Company- Letter of Reference.jpg
Do I have to be so strict about naming?
Rather than using the strict document naming rules,
one can also set the option
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_DATE_ORDER in paperless.conf to any date order that is accepted by dateparser.
Doing so will cause paperless to default to any date format that is found in the title, instead of a date pulled from
the document’s text, without requiring the strict formatting of the document filename as described above.

3.3. Advanced topics
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Transforming filenames for parsing
Some devices can’t produce filenames that can be parsed by the default parser. By configuring the option
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_PARSE_TRANSFORMS in paperless.conf one can add transformations that are applied to the filename before it’s parsed.
The option contains a list of dictionaries of regular expressions (key: pattern) and replacements (key: repl) in
JSON format, which are applied in order by passing them to re.subn. Transformation stops after the first match, so
at most one transformation is applied. The general syntax is
[{"pattern":"pattern1", "repl":"repl1"}, {"pattern":"pattern2", "repl":"repl2"}, ...,
˓→{"pattern":"patternN", "repl":"replN"}]

The example below is for a Brother ADS-2400N, a scanner that allows different names to different hardware buttons
(useful for handling multiple entities in one instance), but insists on adding _<count> to the filename.
# Brother profile configuration, support "Name_Date_Count" (the default
# setting) and "Name_Count" (use "Name" as tag and "Count" as title).
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_PARSE_TRANSFORMS=[{"pattern":"^([a-z]+)_(\\d{8})_(\\d{6})_([0-9]+)\
˓→\.", "repl":"\\2\\3Z - \\4 - \\1."}, {"pattern":"^([a-z]+)_([0-9]+)\\.", "repl":" ˓→\\2 - \\1."}]

3.3.2 Matching tags, correspondents and document types
After the consumer has tried to figure out what it could from the file name, it starts looking at the content of the
document itself. It will compare the matching algorithms defined by every tag and correspondent already set in your
database to see if they apply to the text in that document. In other words, if you defined a tag called Home Utility
that had a match property of bc hydro and a matching_algorithm of literal, Paperless will automatically
tag your newly-consumed document with your Home Utility tag so long as the text bc hydro appears in the
body of the document somewhere.
The matching logic is quite powerful, and supports searching the text of your document with different algorithms, and
as such, some experimentation may be necessary to get things right.
In order to have a tag, correspondent or type assigned automatically to newly consumed documents, assign a match
and matching algorithm using the web interface. These settings define when to assign correspondents, tags and types
to documents.
The following algorithms are available:
• Any: Looks for any occurrence of any word provided in match in the PDF. If you define the match as Bank1
Bank2, it will match documents containing either of these terms.
• All: Requires that every word provided appears in the PDF, albeit not in the order provided.
• Literal: Matches only if the match appears exactly as provided in the PDF.
• Regular expression: Parses the match as a regular expression and tries to find a match within the document.
• Fuzzy match: I dont know. Look at the source.
• Auto: Tries to automatically match new documents. This does not require you to set a match. See the notes
below.
When using the “any” or “all” matching algorithms, you can search for terms that consist of multiple words by enclosing them in double quotes. For example, defining a match text of "Bank of America" BofA using the “any”
algorithm, will match documents that contain either “Bank of America” or “BofA”, but will not match documents
containing “Bank of South America”.
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Then just save your tag/correspondent and run another document through the consumer. Once complete, you should
see the newly-created document, automatically tagged with the appropriate data.
Automatic matching
Paperless-ng comes with a new matching algorithm called Auto. This matching algorithm tries to assign tags, correspondents and document types to your documents based on how you have assigned these on existing documents. It
uses a neural network under the hood.
If, for example, all your bank statements of your account 123 at the Bank of America are tagged with the tag
“bofa_123” and the matching algorithm of this tag is set to Auto, this neural network will examine your documents
and automatically learn when to assign this tag.
There are a couple caveats you need to keep in mind when using this feature:
• Changes to your documents are not immediately reflected by the matching algorithm. The neural network needs
to be trained on your documents after changes. Paperless periodically (default: once each hour) checks for
changes and does this automatically for you.
• The Auto matching algorithm only takes documents into account which are NOT placed in your inbox (i.e., have
inbox tags assigned to them). This ensures that the neural network only learns from documents which you have
correctly tagged before.
• The matching algorithm can only work if there is a correlation between the tag, correspondent or document type
and the document itself. Your bank statements usually contain your bank account number and the name of the
bank, so this works reasonably well, However, tags such as “TODO” cannot be automatically assigned.
• The matching algorithm needs a reasonable number of documents to identify when to assign tags, correspondents, and types. If one out of a thousand documents has the correspondent “Very obscure web shop I bought
something five years ago”, it will probably not assign this correspondent automatically if you buy something
from them again. The more documents, the better.

3.3.3 Hooking into the consumption process
Sometimes you may want to do something arbitrary whenever a document is consumed. Rather than try to predict
what you may want to do, Paperless lets you execute scripts of your own choosing just before or after a document is
consumed using a couple simple hooks.
Just write a script, put it somewhere that Paperless can read & execute, and then put the path to that
script in paperless.conf with the variable name of either PAPERLESS_PRE_CONSUME_SCRIPT or
PAPERLESS_POST_CONSUME_SCRIPT.
Important: These scripts are executed in a blocking process, which means that if a script takes a long time to run, it
can significantly slow down your document consumption flow. If you want things to run asynchronously, you’ll have
to fork the process in your script and exit.
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Pre-consumption script
Executed after the consumer sees a new document in the consumption folder, but before any processing of the document is performed. This script receives exactly one argument:
• Document file name
A simple but common example for this would be creating a simple script like this:
/usr/local/bin/ocr-pdf
#!/usr/bin/env bash
pdf2pdfocr.py -i ${1}

/etc/paperless.conf
...
PAPERLESS_PRE_CONSUME_SCRIPT="/usr/local/bin/ocr-pdf"
...

This will pass the path to the document about to be consumed to /usr/local/bin/ocr-pdf, which will in turn
call pdf2pdfocr.py on your document, which will then overwrite the file with an OCR’d version of the file and exit. At
which point, the consumption process will begin with the newly modified file.
Post-consumption script
Executed after the consumer has successfully processed a document and has moved it into paperless. It receives the
following arguments:
• Document id
• Generated file name
• Source path
• Thumbnail path
• Download URL
• Thumbnail URL
• Correspondent
• Tags
The script can be in any language you like, but for a simple shell script example, you can take a look at
post-consumption-example.sh in the scripts directory in this project.
The post consumption script cannot cancel the consumption process.

3.3.4 File name handling
By default, paperless stores your documents in the media directory and renames them using the identifier which it
has assigned to each document. You will end up getting files like 0000123.pdf in your media directory. This isn’t
necessarily a bad thing, because you normally don’t have to access these files manually. However, if you wish to name
your files differently, you can do that by adjustng the PAPERLESS_FILENAME_FORMAT settings variable.
This variable allows you to configure the filename (folders are allowed!) using placeholders. For example, setting
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PAPERLESS_FILENAME_FORMAT={created_year}/{correspondent}/{title}

will create a directory structure as follows:
2019/
my_bank/
statement-january-0000001.pdf
statement-february-0000002.pdf
2020/
my_bank/
statement-january-0000003.pdf
shoe_store/
my_new_shoes-0000004.pdf

Paperless appends the unique identifier of each document to the filename. This avoides filename clashes.
Danger: Do not manually move your files in the media folder. Paperless remembers the last filename a document
was stored as. If you do rename a file, paperless will report your files as missing and won’t be able to find them.
Paperless provides the following placeholders withing filenames:
• {correspondent}: The name of the correspondent, or “none”.
• {title}: The title of the document.
• {created}: The full date and time the document was created.
• {created_year}: Year created only.
• {created_month}: Month created only (number 1-12).
• {created_day}: Day created only (number 1-31).
• {added}: The full date and time the document was added to paperless.
• {added_year}: Year added only.
• {added_month}: Month added only (number 1-12).
• {added_day}: Day added only (number 1-31).
• {tags}: I don’t know how this works. Look at the source.
Paperless will convert all values for the placeholders into values which are safe for use in filenames.
Hint: Paperless checks the filename of a document whenever it is saved. Therefore, you need to update the filenames
of your documents and move them after altering this setting by invoking the document renamer.

Warning: Make absolutely sure you get the spelling of the placeholders right, or else paperless will use the
default naming scheme instead.

Caution: As of now, you could totally tell paperless to store your files anywhere outside the media directory by
setting
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_FORMAT=../../my/custom/location/{title}

3.3. Advanced topics
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However, keep in mind that inside docker, if files get stored outside of the predefined volumes, they will be lost
after a restart of paperless.

3.4 Administration
3.4.1 Making backups
Multiple options exist for making backups of your paperless instance, depending on how you installed paperless.
Before making backups, make sure that paperless is not running.
Options available to any installation of paperless:
• Use the document exporter. The document exporter exports all your documents, thumbnails and metadata to a
specific folder. You may import your documents into a fresh instance of paperless again or store your documents
in another DMS with this export.
Options available to docker installations:
• Backup the docker volumes. These usually reside within /var/lib/docker/volumes on the host and you
need to be root in order to access them.
Paperless uses 3 volumes:
– paperless_media: This is where your documents are stored.
– paperless_data: This is where auxilliary data is stored. This folder also contains the SQLite database,
if you use it.
– paperless_pgdata: Exists only if you use PostgreSQL and contains the database.
Options available to bare-metal and non-docker installations:
• Backup the entire paperless folder. This ensures that if your paperless instance crashes at some point or your
disk fails, you can simply copy the folder back into place and it works.
When using PostgreSQL, you’ll also have to backup the database.
Restoring

3.4.2 Updating paperless
If a new release of paperless-ng is available, upgrading depends on how you installed paperless-ng in the first place.
The releases are available at release page.
First of all, ensure that paperless is stopped.
$ cd /path/to/paperless
$ docker-compose down

After that, make a backup.
A. If you used the docker-compose file, simply download the files of the new release, adjust the settings in the
files (i.e., the path to your consumption directory), and replace your existing docker-compose files. Then start
paperless as usual, which will pull the new image, and update your database, if necessary:
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$ cd /path/to/paperless
$ docker-compose up

If you see everything working, you can start paperless-ng with “-d” to have it run in the background.
Hint: The released docker-compose files specify exact versions to be pulled from the hub. This is to ensure
that if the docker-compose files should change at some point (i.e., services updates/configured differently), you
wont run into trouble due to docker pulling the latest image and running it in an older environment.
B. If you built the image yourself, grab the new archive and replace your current paperless folder with the new
contents.
After that, make the necessary adjustments to the docker-compose.yml (i.e., adjust your consumption directory).
Build and start the new image with:
$ cd /path/to/paperless
$ docker-compose build
$ docker-compose up

If you see everything working, you can start paperless-ng with “-d” to have it run in the background.
Hint: You can usually keep your docker-compose.env file, since this file will never include mandantory configuration options. However, it is worth checking out the new version of this file, since it might have new recommendations on what to configure.

Updating paperless without docker
After grabbing the new release and unpacking the contents, do the following:
1. Update python requirements. Paperless uses Pipenv for managing dependencies:
$
$
$
$

pip install --upgrade pipenv
cd /path/to/paperless
pipenv install
pipenv clean

This creates a new virtual environment (or uses your existing environment) and installs all dependencies into it.
2. Collect static files.
$ cd src
$ pipenv run python3 manage.py collectstatic --clear

3. Migrate the database.
$ cd src
$ pipenv run python3 manage.py migrate

3.4. Administration
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3.4.3 Management utilities
Paperless comes with some management commands that perform various maintenance tasks on your paperless instance. You can invoke these commands either by
$ cd /path/to/paperless
$ docker-compose run --rm webserver <command> <arguments>

or
$ cd /path/to/paperless/src
$ pipenv run python manage.py <command> <arguments>

depending on whether you use docker or not.
All commands have built-in help, which can be accessed by executing them with the argument --help.
Document exporter
The document exporter exports all your data from paperless into a folder for backup or migration to another DMS.
document_exporter target

target is a folder to which the data gets written. This includes documents, thumbnails and a manifest.json
file. The manifest contains all metadata from the database (correspondents, tags, etc).
When you use the provided docker compose script, specify ../export as the target. This path inside the container
is automatically mounted on your host on the folder export.
Document importer
The document importer takes the export produced by the Document exporter and imports it into paperless.
The importer works just like the exporter. You point it at a directory, and the script does the rest of the work:
document_importer source

When you use the provided docker compose script, put the export inside the export folder in your paperless source
directory. Specify ../export as the source.
Document retagger
Say you’ve imported a few hundred documents and now want to introduce a tag or set up a new correspondent, and
apply its matching to all of the currently-imported docs. This problem is common enough that there are tools for it.
document_retagger [-h] [-c] [-T] [-t] [-i] [--use-first] [-f]
optional arguments:
-c, --correspondent
-T, --tags
-t, --document_type
-i, --inbox-only
--use-first
-f, --overwrite
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Run this after changing or adding matching rules. It’ll loop over all of the documents in your database and attempt to
match documents according to the new rules.
Specify any combination of -c, -T and -t to have the retagger perform matching of the specified metadata type. If
you don’t specify any of these options, the document retagger won’t do anything.
Specify -i to have the document retagger work on documents tagged with inbox tags only. This is useful when you
don’t want to mess with your already processed documents.
When multiple document types or correspondents match a single document, the retagger won’t assign these to the
document. Specify --use-first to override this behaviour and just use the first correspondent or type it finds.
This option does not apply to tags, since any amount of tags can be applied to a document.
Finally, -f specifies that you wish to overwrite already assigned correspondents, types and/or tags. The default
behaviour is to not assign correspondents and types to documents that have this data already assigned. -f works
differently for tags: By default, only additional tags get added to documents, no tags will be removed. With -f, tags
that don’t match a document anymore get removed as well.
Managing the Automatic matching algorithm
The Auto matching algorithm requires a trained neural network to work. This network needs to be updated whenever
somethings in your data changes. The docker image takes care of that automatically with the task scheduler. You can
manually renew the classifier by invoking the following management command:
document_create_classifier

This command takes no arguments.
Managing the document search index
The document search index is responsible for delivering search results for the website. The document index is automatically updated whenever documents get added to, changed, or removed from paperless. However, if the search
yields non-existing documents or won’t find anything, you may need to recreate the index manually.
document_index {reindex,optimize}

Specify reindex to have the index created from scratch. This may take some time.
Specify optimize to optimize the index. This updates certain aspects of the index and usually makes queries faster
and also ensures that the autocompletion works properly. This command is regularly invoked by the task scheduler.
Managing filenames
If you use paperless’ feature to assign custom filenames to your documents, you can use this command to move all
your files after changing the naming scheme.
Warning: Since this command moves you documents around alot, it is advised to to a backup before. The
renaming logic is robust and will never overwrite or delete a file, but you can’t ever be careful enough.

document_renamer

The command takes no arguments and processes all your documents at once.

3.4. Administration
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Fetching e-mail
Paperless automatically fetches your e-mail every 10 minutes by default. If you want to invoke the email consumer
manually, call the following management command:
mail_fetcher

The command takes no arguments and processes all your mail accounts and rules.
Managing encryption
Documents can be stored in Paperless using GnuPG encryption.
Danger: Encryption is depreceated since paperless-ng 0.9 and doesn’t really provide any additional security,
since you have to store the passphrase in a configuration file on the same system as the encrypted documents for
paperless to work. Furthermore, the entire text content of the documents is stored plain in the database, even if
your documents are encrypted. Filenames are not encrypted as well.
Also, the web server provides transparent access to your encrypted documents.
Consider running paperless on an encrypted filesystem instead, which will then at least provide security against
physical hardware theft.

change_storage_type [--passphrase PASSPHRASE] {gpg,unencrypted} {gpg,unencrypted}
positional arguments:
{gpg,unencrypted}
{gpg,unencrypted}

The state you want to change your documents from
The state you want to change your documents to

optional arguments:
--passphrase PASSPHRASE

Enabling encryption
Basic usage to enable encryption of your document store (USE A MORE SECURE PASSPHRASE):
(Note: If PAPERLESS_PASSPHRASE isn’t set already, you need to specify it here)
change_storage_type [--passphrase SECR3TP4SSPHRA$E] unencrypted gpg

Disabling encryption
Basic usage to enable encryption of your document store:
(Note: Again, if PAPERLESS_PASSPHRASE isn’t set already, you need to specify it here)
change_storage_type [--passphrase SECR3TP4SSPHRA$E] gpg unencrypted
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3.5 Configuration
Paperless provides a wide range of customizations. Depending on how you run paperless, these settings have to be
defined in different places.
• If you run paperless on docker, paperless.conf is not used. Rather, configure paperless by copying necessary options to docker-compose.env.
• If you are running paperless on anything else, paperless will search for the configuration file in these locations
and use the first one it finds:
/path/to/paperless/paperless.conf
/etc/paperless.conf
/usr/local/etc/paperless.conf

3.5.1 Required services
PAPERLESS_REDIS=<url> This is required for processing scheduled tasks such as email fetching, index optimization and for training the automatic document matcher.
Defaults to redis://localhost:6379.
PAPERLESS_DBHOST=<hostname> By default, sqlite is used as the database backend. This can be changed here.
Set PAPERLESS_DBHOST and PostgreSQL will be used instead of mysql.
PAPERLESS_DBPORT=<port> Adjust port if necessary.
Default is 5432.
PAPERLESS_DBNAME=<name> Database name in PostgreSQL.
Defaults to “paperless”.
PAPERLESS_DBUSER=<name> Database user in PostgreSQL.
Defaults to “paperless”.
PAPERLESS_DBPASS=<password> Database password for PostgreSQL.
Defaults to “paperless”.

3.5.2 Paths and folders
PAPERLESS_CONSUMPTION_DIR=<path> This where your documents should go to be consumed. Make sure
that it exists and that the user running the paperless service can read/write its contents before you start Paperless.
Don’t change this when using docker, as it only changes the path within the container. Change the local consumption directory in the docker-compose.yml file instead.
Defaults to “../consume”, relative to the “src” directory.
PAPERLESS_DATA_DIR=<path> This is where paperless stores all its data (search index, sqlite database, classification model, etc).
Defaults to “../data”, relative to the “src” directory.
PAPERLESS_MEDIA_ROOT=<path> This is where your documents and thumbnails are stored.
You can set this and PAPERLESS_DATA_DIR to the same folder to have paperless store all its data within the
same volume.

3.5. Configuration
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Defaults to “../media”, relative to the “src” directory.
PAPERLESS_STATICDIR=<path> Override the default STATIC_ROOT here. This is where all static files created
using “collectstatic” manager command are stored.
Unless you’re doing something fancy, there is no need to override this.
Defaults to “../static”, relative to the “src” directory.
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_FORMAT=<format> Changes the filenames paperless uses to store documents in the
media directory. See File name handling for details.
Default is none, which disables this feature.

3.5.3 Hosting & Security
PAPERLESS_SECRET_KEY=<key> Paperless uses this to make session tokens. If you exose paperless on the
internet, you need to change this, since the default secret is well known.
Use any sequence of characters. The more, the better. You don’t need to remember this. Just face-roll your
keyboard.
Default is listed in the file src/paperless/settings.py.
PAPERLESS_ALLOWED_HOSTS<comma-separated-list> If you’re planning on putting Paperless on the open
internet, then you really should set this value to the domain name you’re using. Failing to do so leaves you open
to HTTP host header attacks: https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/3.1/topics/security/#host-header-validation
Just remember that this is a comma-separated list, so “example.com” is fine,
ple.com,www.example.com”, but NOT ” example.com” or “example.com,”

as is “exam-

Defaults to “*”, which is all hosts.
PAPERLESS_CORS_ALLOWED_HOSTS<comma-separated-list> You need to add your servers to the list of
allowed hosts that can do CORS calls. Set this to your public domain name.
Defaults to “http://localhost:8000”.
PAPERLESS_FORCE_SCRIPT_NAME=<path> To host paperless
ple.com/paperless you set this value to /paperless. No trailing slash!

under

a

subpath

url

like

exam-

Note: I don’t know if this works in paperless-ng. Probably not.
Defaults to none, which hosts paperless at “/”.
PAPERLESS_STATIC_URL=<path> Override the STATIC_URL here. Unless you’re hosting Paperless off a subdomain like /paperless/, you probably don’t need to change this.
Defaults to “/static/”.
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3.5.4 Software tweaks
PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS=<num> Paperless does multiple things in the background: Maintain the search
index, maintain the automatic matching algorithm, check emails, consume documents, etc. This variable specifies how many things it will do in parallel.
PAPERLESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER=<num> Furthermore, paperless uses multiple threads when consuming documents to speed up OCR. This variable specifies how many pages paperless will process in parallel on a
single document.
Caution: Ensure that the product
PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS * PAPERLESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER
does not exceed your CPU core count or else paperless will be extremely slow. If you want paperless to
process many documents in parallel, choose a high worker count. If you want paperless to process very large
documents faster, use a higher thread per worker count.
The default is a balance between the two, according to your CPU core count, with a slight favor towards threads
per worker, and using as much cores as possible.
If
you
only
specify
PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS,
LESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER automatically.

paperless

will

adjust

PAPER-

PAPERLESS_TIME_ZONE=<timezone> Set the time zone here. See https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/3.1/ref/
settings/#std:setting-TIME_ZONE for details on how to set it.
Defaults to UTC.
PAPERLESS_OCR_PAGES=<num> Tells paperless to use only the specified amount of pages for OCR. Documents with less than the specified amount of pages get OCR’ed completely.
Specifying 1 here will only use the first page.
Defaults to 0, which disables this feature and always uses all pages.
PAPERLESS_OCR_LANGUAGE=<lang> Customize the default language that tesseract will attempt to use when
parsing documents. The default language is used whenever
• No language could be detected on a document
• No tesseract data files are available for the detected language
It should be a 3-letter language code consistent with ISO 639: https://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/php/
code_list.php
Set this to the language most of your documents are written in.
Defaults to “eng”.
PAPERLESS_OCR_ALWAYS=<bool> By default Paperless does not OCR a document if the text can be retrieved
from the document directly. Set to true to always OCR documents.
Defaults to false.
PAPERLESS_CONSUMER_POLLING=<num> If paperless won’t find documents added to your consume folder,
it might not be able to automatically detect filesystem changes. In that case, specify a polling interval in seconds
here, which will then cause paperless to periodically check your consumption directory for changes.
Defaults to 0, which disables polling and uses filesystem notifiactions.
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PAPERLESS_CONSUMER_DELETE_DUPLICATES=<bool> When the consumer detects a duplicate document, it will not touch the original document. This default behavior can be changed here.
Defaults to false.
PAPERLESS_CONVERT_MEMORY_LIMIT=<num> On smaller systems, or even in the case of Very Large
Documents, the consumer may explode, complaining about how it’s “unable to extend pixel cache”. In such
cases, try setting this to a reasonably low value, like 32. The default is to use whatever is necessary to do
everything without writing to disk, and units are in megabytes.
For more information on how to use this value, you should search the web for “MAGICK_MEMORY_LIMIT”.
Defaults to 0, which disables the limit.
PAPERLESS_CONVERT_TMPDIR=<path> Similar to the memory limit, if you’ve got a small system and your
OS mounts /tmp as tmpfs, you should set this to a path that’s on a physical disk, like /home/your_user/tmp or
something. ImageMagick will use this as scratch space when crunching through very large documents.
For more information on how to use this value, you should search the web for “MAGICK_TMPDIR”.
Default is none, which disables the temporary directory.
PAPERLESS_CONVERT_DENSITY=<num> This setting has a high impact on the physical size of tmp page files,
the speed of document conversion, and can affect the accuracy of OCR results. Individual results can vary and
this setting should be tested thoroughly against the documents you are importing to see if it has any impacts
either negative or positive. Testing on limited document sets has shown a setting of 200 can cut the size of tmp
files by 1/3, and speed up conversion by up to 4x with little impact to OCR accuracy.
Default is 300.
PAPERLESS_OPTIMIZE_THUMBNAILS=<bool> Use optipng to optimize thumbnails. This usually reduces the
sice of thumbnails by about 20%, but uses considerable compute time during consumption.
Defaults to true.
PAPERLESS_POST_CONSUME_SCRIPT=<filename> After a document is consumed, Paperless can trigger an
arbitrary script if you like. This script will be passed a number of arguments for you to work with. For more
information, take a look at Post-consumption script.
The default is blank, which means nothing will be executed.
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_DATE_ORDER=<format> Paperless will check the document text for document date
information. Use this setting to enable checking the document filename for date information. The date order
can be set to any option as specified in https://dateparser.readthedocs.io/en/latest/settings.html#date-order. The
filename will be checked first, and if nothing is found, the document text will be checked as normal.
Defaults to none, which disables this feature.
PAPERLESS_FILENAME_PARSE_TRANSFORMS Transforms filenames before they are processed by paperless. See Transforming filenames for parsing for details.
Defaults to none, which disables this feature.
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3.5.5 Binaries
There are a few external software packages that Paperless expects to find on your system when it starts up. Unless
you’ve done something creative with their installation, you probably won’t need to edit any of these. However, if
you’ve installed these programs somewhere where simply typing the name of the program doesn’t automatically
execute it (ie. the program isn’t in your $PATH), then you’ll need to specify the literal path for that program.
PAPERLESS_CONVERT_BINARY=<path> Defaults to “/usr/bin/convert”.
PAPERLESS_GS_BINARY=<path> Defaults to “/usr/bin/gs”.
PAPERLESS_UNPAPER_BINARY=<path> Defaults to “/usr/bin/unpaper”.
PAPERLESS_OPTIPNG_BINARY=<path> Defaults to “/usr/bin/optipng”.

3.6 The REST API
Paperless makes use of the Django REST Framework standard API interface. It provides a browsable API for most
of its endpoints, which you can inspect at http://<paperless-host>:<port>/api/. This also documents
most of the available filters and ordering fields.
The API provides 5 main endpoints:
• /api/correspondents/: Full CRUD support.
• /api/document_types/: Full CRUD support.
• /api/documents/: Full CRUD support, except POSTing new documents. See below.
• /api/logs/: Read-Only.
• /api/tags/: Full CRUD support.
All of these endpoints except for the logging endpoint allow you to fetch, edit and delete individual objects by appending their primary key to the path, for example /api/documents/454/.
In addition to that, the document endpoint offers these additional actions on individual documents:
• /api/documents/<pk>/download/: Download the original document.
• /api/documents/<pk>/thumb/: Download the PNG thumbnail of a document.
• /api/documents/<pk>/preview/: Display the original document inline, without downloading it.
Hint: Paperless used to provide these functionality at /fetch/<pk>/preview, /fetch/<pk>/thumb and
/fetch/<pk>/doc. Redirects to the new URLs are in place. However, if you use these old URLs to access
documents, you should update your app or script to use the new URLs.

3.6. The REST API
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3.6.1 Searching for documents
Paperless-ng offers API endpoints for full text search. These are as follows:
/api/search/
Get search results based on a query.
Query parameters:
• query: The query string. See here for details on the syntax.
• page: Specify the page you want to retrieve. Each page contains 10 search results and the first page is page=1,
which is the default if this is omitted.
Result list object returned by the endpoint:
{
"count": 1,
"page": 1,
"page_count": 1,
"results": [
]
}

• count: The approximate total number of results.
• page: The page returned to you. This might be different from the page you requested, if you requested a page
that is behind the last page. In that case, the last page is returned.
• page_count: The total number of pages.
• results: A list of result objects on the current page.
Result object:
{
"id": 1,
"highlights": [
],
"score": 6.34234,
"rank": 23,
"document": {
}
}

• id: the primary key of the found document
• highlights: an object containing parseable highlights for the result. See below.
• score: The score assigned to the document. A higher score indicates a better match with the query. Search
results are sorted descending by score.
• rank: the position of the document within the entire search results list.
• document: The full json of the document, as returned by /api/documents/<id>/.
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Highlights object:
Highlights are provided as a list of fragments. A fragment is a longer section of text from the original document. Each
fragment contains a list of strings, and some of them are marked as a highlight.
[
[
{"text": "This is a sample text with a "},
{"text": "highlighted", "term": 0},
{"text": " word."}
],
[
{"text": "Another", "term": 1},
{"text": " fragment with a highlight."}
]
]

When term is present within a string, the word within text should be highlighted. The term index groups multiple
matches together and words with the same index should get identical highlighting. A client may use this example to
produce the following output:
. . . This is a sample text with a highlighted word. . . . Another fragment with a highlight. . . .
/api/search/autocomplete/
Get auto completions for a partial search term.
Query parameters:
• term: The incomplete term.
• limit: Amount of results. Defaults to 10.
Results returned by the endpoint are ordered by importance of the term in the document index. The first result is the
term that has the highest Tf/Idf score in the index.
[
"term1",
"term3",
"term6",
"term4"
]

3.6.2 POSTing documents
The API provides a special endpoint for file uploads:
/api/documents/post_document/
POST a multipart form to this endpoint, where the form field document contains the document that you want to
upload to paperless. The filename is sanitized and then used to store the document in the consumption folder, where
the consumer will detect the document and process it as any other document.
The endpoint will immediately return “OK.” if the document was stored in the consumption directory.

3.6. The REST API
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3.7 Frequently asked questions
Q: I’m using docker. Where are my documents?
A: Your documents are stored inside the docker volume paperless_media. Docker manages this volume automatically for you. It is a persistent storage and will persist as long as you don’t explicitly delete it. The actual location
depends on your host operating system. On Linux, chances are high that this location is
/var/lib/docker/volumes/paperless_media/_data

Caution: Dont mess with this folder. Don’t change permissions and don’t move files around manually. This
folder is meant to be entirely managed by docker and paperless.
Q: What file types does paperless-ng support?
A: Currently, the following files are supported:
• PDF documents, PNG images and JPEG images are processed with OCR.
• Plain text documents are supported as well and are added verbatim to paperless.
Paperless determines the type of a file by inspecting its content. The file extensions do not matter.
Q: Will paperless-ng run on Raspberry Pi?
A: The short answer is yes. I’ve tested it on a Raspberry Pi 3 B. The long answer is that certain parts of Paperless will
run very slow, such as the tesseract OCR. On Rasperry Pi, try to OCR documents before feeding them into paperless so
that paperless can reuse the text. The web interface should be alot snappier, since it runs in your browser and paperless
has to do much less work to serve the data.
Note: You can adjust some of the settings so that paperless uses less processing power. See Considerations for less
powerful devices for details.
Q: How do I install paperless-ng on Raspberry Pi?
A: There is not docker image for ARM available. If you know how to build that automatically, I’m all ears. For now,
you have to grab the latest release archive from the project page and build the image yourself. The release comes with
the front end already compiled, so you don’t have to do this on the Pi.

3.8 Extending Paperless
Warning: This section is not updated to paperless-ng yet.
For the most part, Paperless is monolithic, so extending it is often best managed by way of modifying the code directly
and issuing a pull request on GitHub. However, over time the project has been evolving to be a little more “pluggable”
so that users can write their own stuff that talks to it.
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3.8.1 Parsers
You can leverage Paperless’ consumption model to have it consume files other than ones handled by default like .
pdf, .jpg, and .tiff. To do so, you simply follow Django’s convention of creating a new app, with a few key
requirements.
parsers.py
In this file, you create a class that extends documents.parsers.DocumentParser and go about implementing
the three required methods:
• get_thumbnail(): Returns the path to a file we can use as a thumbnail for this document.
• get_text(): Returns the text from the document and only the text.
• get_date(): If possible, this returns the date of the document, otherwise it should return None.
signals.py
At consumption time, Paperless emits a document_consumer_declaration signal which your module has to
react to in order to let the consumer know whether or not it’s capable of handling a particular file. Think of it like this:
1. Consumer finds a file in the consumption directory.
2. It asks all the available parsers: “Hey, can you handle this file?”
3. Each parser responds with either None meaning they can’t handle the file, or a dictionary in the following
format:
{
"parser": <the class name>,
"weight": <an integer>
}

The consumer compares the weight values from all respondents and uses the class with the highest value to consume
the document. The default parser, RasterisedDocumentParser has a weight of 0.
apps.py
This is a standard Django file, but you’ll need to add some code to it to connect your parser to the
document_consumer_declaration signal.
Finally
The last step is to update settings.py to include your new module. Eventually, this will be dynamic, but at the
moment, you have to edit the INSTALLED_APPS section manually. Simply add the path to your AppConfig to the
list like this:
INSTALLED_APPS = [
...
"my_module.apps.MyModuleConfig",
...
]

Order doesn’t matter, but generally it’s a good idea to place your module lower in the list so that you don’t end up
accidentally overriding project defaults somewhere.
3.8. Extending Paperless
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An Example
The core Paperless functionality is based on this design, so if you want to see what a parser module should look like,
have a look at parsers.py, signals.py, and apps.py in the paperless_tesseract module.

3.9 Troubleshooting
3.9.1 No files are added by the consumer
Check for the following issues:
• Ensure that the directory you’re putting your documents in is the folder paperless is watching. With docker, this
setting is performed in the docker-compose.yml file. Without docker, look at the CONSUMPTION_DIR
setting. Don’t adjust this setting if you’re using docker.
• Ensure that redis is up and running. Paperless does its task processing asynchronously, and for documents to
arrive at the task processor, it needs redis to run.
• Ensure that the task processor is running. Docker does this automatically. Manually invoke the task processor
by executing
$ python3 manage.py qcluster

• Look at the output of paperless and inspect it for any errors.
• Go to the admin interface, and check if there are failed tasks. If so, the tasks will contain an error message.

3.9.2 Consumer fails to pickup any new files
If you notice, that the consumer will only pickup files in the consumption directory at startup, but won’t
find any other files added later, check out the configuration file and enable filesystem polling with the setting
PAPERLESS_CONSUMER_POLLING.

3.9.3 Consumer warns OCR for XX failed
If you find the OCR accuracy to be too low, and/or the document consumer warns that OCR for XX failed, but
we're going to stick with what we've got since FORGIVING_OCR is enabled, then you
might need to install the Tesseract language files marching your document’s languages.
As an example, if you are running Paperless from any Ubuntu or Debian box, and your documents are written in
Spanish you may need to run:
apt-get install -y tesseract-ocr-spa
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3.9.4 Consumer dies with convert:

unable to extent pixel cache

During the consumption process, Paperless invokes ImageMagick’s convert program to translate the source document into something that the OCR engine can understand and this can burn a Very Large amount of memory if the
original document is rather long. Similarly, if your system doesn’t have a lot of memory to begin with (ie. a Raspberry
Pi), then this can happen for even medium-sized documents.
The solution is to tell ImageMagick not to Use All The RAM, as is its default, and instead tell it to used a fixed
amount. convert will then break up the job into hundreds of individual files and use them to slowly compile the
finished image. Simply set PAPERLESS_CONVERT_MEMORY_LIMIT in /etc/paperless.conf to something
like 32000000 and you’ll limit convert to 32MB. Fiddle with this value as you like.
HOWEVER: Simply setting this value may not be enough on system where /tmp is mounted as tmpfs, as this is
where convert will write its temporary files. In these cases (most Systemd machines), you need to tell ImageMagick
to use a different space for its scratch work. You do this by setting PAPERLESS_CONVERT_TMPDIR in /etc/
paperless.conf to somewhere that’s actually on a physical disk (and writable by the user running Paperless), like
/var/tmp/paperless or /home/my_user/tmp in a pinch.

3.9.5 DecompressionBombWarning and/or no text in the OCR output
Some users have had issues using Paperless to consume PDFs that were created by merging Very Large Scanned
Images into one PDF. If this happens to you, it’s likely because the PDF you’ve created contains some very large
pages (millions of pixels) and the process of converting the PDF to a OCR-friendly image is exploding.
Typically, this happens because the scanned images are created with a high DPI and then rolled into the PDF with an
assumed DPI of 72 (the default). The best solution then is to specify the DPI used in the scan in the conversion-to-PDF
step. So for example, if you scanned the original image with a DPI of 300, then merging the images into the single
PDF with convert should look like this:
$ convert -density 300 *.jpg finished.pdf

For more information on this and situations like it, you should take a look at Issue #118 as that’s where this tip
originated.

3.10 Contributing to Paperless
Warning: This section is not updated to paperless-ng yet.
Maybe you’ve been using Paperless for a while and want to add a feature or two, or maybe you’ve come across a bug
that you have some ideas how to solve. The beauty of Free software is that you can see what’s wrong and help to get
it fixed for everyone!

3.10. Contributing to Paperless
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3.10.1 How to Get Your Changes Rolled Into Paperless
If you’ve found a bug, but don’t know how to fix it, you can always post an issue on GitHub in the hopes that someone
will have the time to fix it for you. If however you’re the one with the time, pull requests are always welcome, you just
have to make sure that your code conforms to a few standards:
Pep8
It’s the standard for all Python development, so it’s very well documented. The short version is:
• Lines should wrap at 79 characters
• Use snake_case for variables, CamelCase for classes, and ALL_CAPS for constants.
• Space out your operators: stuff + 7 instead of stuff+7
• Two empty lines between classes, and functions, but 1 empty line between class methods.
There’s more to it than that, but if you follow those, you’ll probably be alright. When you submit your pull request,
there’s a pep8 checker that’ll look at your code to see if anything is off. If it finds anything, it’ll complain at you until
you fix it.
Additional Style Guides
Where pep8 is ambiguous, I’ve tried to be a little more specific. These rules aren’t hard-and-fast, but if you can
conform to them, I’ll appreciate it and spend less time trying to conform your PR before merging:
Function calls
If you’re calling a function and that necessitates more than one line of code, please format it like this:
my_function(
argument1,
kwarg1="x",
kwarg2="y"
another_really_long_kwarg="some big value"
a_kwarg_calling_another_long_function=another_function(
another_arg,
another_kwarg="kwarg!"
)
)

This is all in the interest of code uniformity rather than anything else. If we stick to a style, everything is understandable
in the same way.
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Quoting Strings
pep8 is a little too open-minded on this for my liking. Python strings should be quoted with double quotes (") except
in cases where the resulting string would require too much escaping of a double quote, in which case, a single quoted,
or triple-quoted string will do:
my_string = "This is my string"
problematic_string = 'This is a "string" with "quotes" in it'

In HTML templates, please use double-quotes for tag attributes, and single quotes for arguments passed to Django
tempalte tags:
<div class="stuff">
<a href="{% url 'some-url-name' pk='w00t' %}">link this</a>
</div>

This is to keep linters happy they look at an HTML file and see an attribute closing the " before it should have been.
–
That’s all there is in terms of guidelines, so I hope it’s not too daunting.
Indentation & Spacing
When it comes to indentation:
• For Python, the rule is: follow pep8 and use 4 spaces.
• For Javascript, CSS, and HTML, please use 1 tab.
Additionally, Django templates making use of block elements like {% if %}, {% for %}, and {% block %}
etc. should be indented:
Good:
{% block stuff %}
<h1>This is the stuff</h1>
{% endblock %}

Bad:
{% block stuff %}
<h1>This is the stuff</h1>
{% endblock %}

3.10.2 The Code of Conduct
Paperless has a code of conduct. It’s a lot like the other ones you see out there, with a few small changes, but basically
it boils down to:
> Don’t be an ass, or you might get banned.
I’m proud to say that the CoC has never had to be enforced because everyone has been awesome, friendly, and
professional.

3.10. Contributing to Paperless
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3.11 Scanner recommendations
As Paperless operates by watching a folder for new files, doesn’t care what scanner you use, but sometimes finding
a scanner that will write to an FTP, NFS, or SMB server can be difficult. This page is here to help you find one that
works right for you based on recommentations from other Paperless users.
Brand

Model

Brother
Brother
Brother
Brother
Fujitsu
Fujitsu

ADS-1500W
MFC-J6930DW
MFC-J5910DW
MFC-9142CDN
ix500
S1300i

Supports
FTP NFS
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Recommended By
SMB
yes

yes
yes
yes

danielquinn
ayounggun
bmsleight
REOLDEV
eonist
jonaswinkler

3.12 Screenshots
This is what paperless-ng looks like. You shouldn’t use paperless to index research papers though, its a horrible tool
for that job.
The dashboard shows customizable views on your document and allows document uploads:

The document list provides three different styles to scroll through your documents:
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Extensive filtering mechanisms:
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Side-by-side editing of documents. Optmized for 1080p.

3.12. Screenshots
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Tag editing. This looks about the same for correspondents and document types.
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Searching provides auto complete and highlights the results.

3.12. Screenshots
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The old admin is still there and accessible!

Fancy mail filters!

3.12. Screenshots
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Mobile support in the future? This kinda works, however some layouts are still too wide.
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3.13 Changelog
3.13.1 paperless-ng 0.9.2
• Major changes to the front end (colors, logo, shadows, layout of the cards, better mobile support)
• Paperless now uses mime types and libmagic detection to determine if a file type is supported and which parser
to use. Removes all file type checks that where present in MANY different places in paperless.
• Mail consumer now correctly consumes documents even when their content type was not set correctly. (i.e. PDF
documents with content type application/octet-stream)
• Basic sorting of mail rules added
• Much better admin for mail rule editing.
• Docker entrypoint script awaits the database server if it is configured.
• Disabled editing of logs.
• New setting PAPERLESS_OCR_PAGES limits the tesseract parser to the first n pages of scanned documents.
• Fixed a bug where tasks with too long task names would not show up in the admin.

3.13.2 paperless-ng 0.9.1
• Moved documentation of the settings to the actual documentation.
• Updated release script to force the user to choose between SQLite and PostgreSQL. This avoids confusion when
upgrading from paperless.

3.13.3 paperless-ng 0.9.0
• Deprecated: GnuPG. See this note on the state of GnuPG in paperless-ng. This features will most likely be
removed in future versions.
• Added: New frontend. Features:
– Single page application: It’s much more responsive than the django admin pages.
– Dashboard. Shows recently scanned documents, or todos, or other documents at wish. Allows uploading
of documents. Shows basic statistics.
– Better document list with multiple display options.
– Full text search with result highlighting, auto completion and scoring based on the query. It uses a document search index in the background.
– Saveable filters.
– Better log viewer.
• Added: Document types. Assign these to documents just as correspondents. They may be used in the future to
perform automatic operations on documents depending on the type.
• Added: Inbox tags. Define an inbox tag and it will automatically be assigned to any new document scanned
into the system.
• Added: Automatic matching. A new matching algorithm that automatically assigns tags, document types and
correspondents to your documents. It uses a neural network trained on your data.
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• Added: Archive serial numbers. Assign these to quickly find documents stored in physical binders.
• Added: Enabled the internal user management of django. This isn’t really a multi user solution, however, it
allows more than one user to access the website and set some basic permissions / renew passwords.
• Modified [breaking]: All new mail consumer with customizable filters, actions and multiple account support.
Replaces the old mail consumer. The new mail consumer needs different configuration but can be configured to
act exactly like the old consumer.
• Modified: Changes to the consumer:
– Now uses the excellent watchdog library that should make sure files are discovered no matter what the
platform is.
– The consumer now uses a task scheduler to run consumption processes in parallel. This means that consuming many documents should be much faster on systems with many cores.
– Concurrency is controlled with the new settings PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS
PAPERLESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER. See TODO for details on concurrency.

and

– The consumer no longer blocks the database for extended periods of time.
– An issue with tesseract running multiple threads per page and slowing down the consumer was fixed.
• Modified [breaking]: REST Api changes:
– New filters added, other filters removed (case sensitive filters, slug filters)
– Endpoints for thumbnails, previews and downloads replace the old /fetch/ urls. Redirects are in place.
– Endpoint for document uploads replaces the old /push url. Redirects are in place.
– Foreign key relationships are now served as IDs, not as urls.
• Modified [breaking]: PostgreSQL:
– If PAPERLESS_DBHOST is specified in the settings, paperless uses postgresql instead of sqlite. Username, database and password all default to paperless if not specified.
• Modified [breaking]: document_retagger management command rework. See Document retagger for details.
Replaces document_correspondents management command.
• Removed [breaking]: Reminders.
• Removed: All customizations made to the django admin pages.
• Removed [breaking]: The docker image no longer supports SSL. If you want to expose paperless to the internet,
hide paperless behind a proxy server that handles SSL requests.
• Internal changes: Mostly code cleanup, including:
– Rework of the code of the tesseract parser. This is now a lot cleaner.
– Rework of the filename handling code. It was a mess.
– Fixed some issues with the document exporter not exporting all documents when encountering duplicate
filenames.
– Added a task scheduler that takes care of checking mail, training the classifier, maintaining the document
search index and consuming documents.
– Updated dependencies. Now uses Pipenv all around.
– Updated Dockerfile and docker-compose. Now uses supervisord to run everything paperless-related
in a single container.
• Settings:

3.13. Changelog
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– PAPERLESS_FORGIVING_OCR is now default and gone. Reason: Even if langdetect fails to detect
a language, tesseract still does a very good job at ocr’ing a document with the default language. Certain
language specifics such as umlauts may not get picked up properly.
– PAPERLESS_DEBUG defaults to false.
– The presence of PAPERLESS_DBHOST now determines whether to use PostgreSQL or sqlite.
– PAPERLESS_OCR_THREADS is gone and replaced with PAPERLESS_TASK_WORKERS and
PAPERLESS_THREADS_PER_WORKER. Refer to the config example for details.
– PAPERLESS_OPTIMIZE_THUMBNAILS allows you to disable or enable thumbnail optimization. This
is useful on less powerful devices.
• Many more small changes here and there. The usual stuff.

3.13.4 2.7.0
• syntonym submitted a pull request to catch IMAP connection errors #475.
• Stéphane Brunner added psycopg2 to the Pipfile #489. He also fixed a syntax error in docker-compose.
yml.example #488 and added DjangoQL, which allows a litany of handy search functionality #492.
• CkuT and JOKer hacked out a simple, but super-helpful optimisation to how the thumbnails are served up,
improving performance considerably #481.
• tsia added a few fields to the tags REST API. #483.
• Brian Cribbs improved the documentation to help people using Paperless over NFS #484.
• Brendan M. Sleight updated the documentation to include a note for setting the DEBUG value.
paperless.conf.example file was also updated to mirror the project defaults.

The

3.13.5 2.6.1
• We now have a logo, complete with a favicon :-)
• Removed some problematic tests.
• Fix the docker-compose example config to include a shared consume volume so that using the push API will
work for users of the Docker install. Thanks to Colin Frei for fixing this in #466.
• khrise submitted a pull request to include the added property to the REST API #471.

3.13.6 2.6.0
• Allow an infinite number of logs to be deleted. Thanks to Ulli for noting the problem in #433.
• Fix the RecentCorrespondentsFilter correspondents filter that was added in 2.4 to play nice with the
defaults. Thanks to tsia and Sblop who pointed this out. #423.
• Updated dependencies to include (among other things) a security patch to requests.
• Fix text in sample data for tests so that the language guesser stops thinking that everything is in Catalan because
we had Lorem ipsum in there.
• Tweaked the gunicorn sample command to use filesystem paths instead of Python paths. #441
• Added pretty colour boxes next to the hex values in the Tags section, thanks to a pull request from Joshua Taillon
#442.
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• Added a .editorconfig file to better specify coding style.
• Joshua Taillon also added some logic to tie Paperless’ date guessing logic into how it parses file names on
import. #440

3.13.7 2.5.0
• New dependency: Paperless now optimises thumbnail generation with optipng, so you’ll need to install that
somewhere in your PATH or declare its location in PAPERLESS_OPTIPNG_BINARY. The Docker image has
already been updated on the Docker Hub, so you just need to pull the latest one from there if you’re a Docker
user.
• “Login free” instances of Paperless were breaking whenever you tried to edit objects in the admin:
adding/deleting tags or correspondents, or even fixing spelling. This was due to the “user hack” we were
applying to sessions that weren’t using a login, as that hack user didn’t have a valid id. The fix was to attribute
the first user id in the system to this hack user. #394
• A problem in how we handle slug values on Tags and Correspondents required a few changes to how we handle
this field #393:
1. Slugs are no longer editable. They’re derived from the name of the tag or correspondent at save time, so
if you wanna change the slug, you have to change the name, and even then you’re restricted to the rules of
the slugify() function. The slug value is still visible in the admin though.
2. I’ve added a migration to go over all existing tags & correspondents and rewrite the .slug values to ones
conforming to the slugify() rules.
3. The consumption process now uses the same rules as .save() in determining a slug and using that to
check for an existing tag/correspondent.
• An annoying bug in the date capture code was causing some bogus dates to be attached to documents, which in
turn busted the UI. Thanks to Andrew Peng for reporting this. #414.
• A bug in the Dockerfile meant that Tesseract language files weren’t being installed correctly. euri10 was quick
to provide a fix: #406, #413.
• Document consumption is now wrapped in a transaction as per an old ticket #262.
• The get_date() functionality of the parsers has been consolidated onto the DocumentParser class since
much of that code was redundant anyway.

3.13.8 2.4.0
• A new set of actions are now available thanks to jonaswinkler’s very first pull request! You can now do nifty
things like tag documents in bulk, or set correspondents in bulk. #405
• The import/export system is now a little smarter. By default, documents are tagged as unencrypted, since
exports are by their nature unencrypted. It’s now in the import step that we decide the storage type. This allows
you to export from an encrypted system and import into an unencrypted one, or vice-versa.
• The migration history has been slightly modified to accommodate PostgreSQL users. Additionally, you can now
tell paperless to use PostgreSQL simply by declaring PAPERLESS_DBUSER in your environment. This will
attempt to connect to your Postgres database without a password unless you also set PAPERLESS_DBPASS.
• A bug was found in the REST API filter system that was the result of an update of django-filter some time ago.
This has now been patched in #412. Thanks to thepill for spotting it!

3.13. Changelog
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3.13.9 2.3.0
• Support for consuming plain text & markdown documents was added by Joshua Taillon! This was a longrequested feature, and it’s addition is likely to be greatly appreciated by the community: #395 Thanks also to
David Martin for his assistance on the issue.
• dubit0 found & fixed a bug that prevented management commands from running before we had an operational
database: #396
• Joshua also added a simple update to the thumbnail generation process to improve performance: #399
• As his last bit of effort on this release, Joshua also added some code to allow you to view the documents inline
rather than download them as an attachment. #400
• Finally, ahyear found a slip in the Docker documentation and patched it. #401

3.13.10 2.2.1
• Kyle Lucy reported a bug quickly after the release of 2.2.0 where we broke the DISABLE_LOGIN feature:
#392.

3.13.11 2.2.0
• Thanks to dadosch, Wolfgang Mader, and Tim Brooks this is the first version of Paperless that supports Django
2.0! As a result of their hard work, you can now also run Paperless on Python 3.7 as well: #386 & #390.
• Stéphane Brunner added a few lines of code that made tagging interface a lot easier on those of us with lots of
different tags: #391.
• Kilian Koeltzsch noticed a bug in how we capture & automatically create tags, so that’s fixed now too: #384.
• erikarvstedt tweaked the behaviour of the test suite to be better behaved for packaging environments: #383.
• Lukasz Soluch added CORS support to make building a new Javascript-based front-end cleaner & easier: #387.

3.13.12 2.1.0
• Enno Lohmeier added three simple features that make Paperless a lot more user (and developer) friendly:
1. There’s a new search box on the front page: #374.
2. The correspondents & tags pages now have a column showing the number of relevant documents: #375.
3. The Dockerfile has been tweaked to build faster for those of us who are doing active development on
Paperless using the Docker environment: #376.
• You now also have the ability to customise the interface to your heart’s content by creating a file called
overrides.css and/or overrides.js in the root of your media directory. Thanks to Mark McFate
for this idea: #371
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3.13.13 2.0.0
This is a big release as we’ve changed a core-functionality of Paperless: we no longer encrypt files with GPG by
default.
The reasons for this are many, but it boils down to that the encryption wasn’t really all that useful, as files on-disk were
still accessible so long as you had the key, and the key was most typically stored in the config file. In other words,
your files are only as safe as the paperless user is. In addition to that, the contents of the documents were never
encrypted, so important numbers etc. were always accessible simply by querying the database. Still, it was better than
nothing, but the consensus from users appears to be that it was more an annoyance than anything else, so this feature
is now turned off unless you explicitly set a passphrase in your config file.
Migrating from 1.x
Encryption isn’t gone, it’s just off for new users. So long as you have PAPERLESS_PASSPHRASE set in your config
or your environment, Paperless should continue to operate as it always has. If however, you want to drop encryption
too, you only need to do two things:
1. Run ./manage.py migrate && ./manage.py change_storage_type gpg unencrypted.
This will go through your entire database and Decrypt All The Things.
2. Remove PAPERLESS_PASSPHRASE from your paperless.conf file, or simply stop declaring it in your
environment.
Special thanks to erikarvstedt, matthewmoto, and mcronce who did the bulk of the work on this big change.

3.13.14 1.4.0
• Quentin Dawans has refactored the document consumer to allow for some command-line options. Notably, you
can now direct it to consume from a particular --directory, limit the --loop-time, set the time between
mail server checks with --mail-delta or just run it as a one-off with --one-shot. See #305 & #313 for
more information.
• Refactor the use of travis/tox/pytest/coverage into two files: .travis.yml and setup.cfg.
• Start generating requirements.txt from a Pipfile. I’ll probably switch over to just using pipenv in the future.
• All for a alternative FreeBSD-friendly location for paperless.conf. Thanks to Martin Arendtsen who
provided this (#322).
• Document consumption events are now logged in the Django admin events log. Thanks to CkuT for doing the
legwork on this one and to Quentin Dawans & David Martin for helping to coordinate & work out how the
feature would be developed.
• erikarvstedt contributed a pull request (#328) to add --noreload to the default server start process. This
helps reduce the load imposed by the running webservice.
• Through some discussion on #253 and #323, we’ve removed a few of the hardcoded URL values to make it
easier for people to host Paperless on a subdirectory. Thanks to Quentin Dawans and Kyle Lucy for helping to
work this out.
• The clickable area for documents on the listing page has been increased to a more predictable space thanks to a
glorious hack from erikarvstedt in #344.
• Strubbl noticed an annoying bug in the bash script wrapping the Docker entrypoint and fixed it with some very
creating Bash skills: #352.
• You can now use the search field to find documents by tag thanks to thinkjk’s first ever issue: #354.
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• Inotify is now being used to detect additions to the consume directory thanks to some excellent work from
erikarvstedt on #351

3.13.15 1.3.0
• You can now run Paperless without a login, though you’ll still have to create at least one user. This is thanks to a
pull-request from matthewmoto: #295. Note that logins are still required by default, and that you need to disable
them by setting PAPERLESS_DISABLE_LOGIN="true" in your environment or in /etc/paperless.
conf.
• Fix for #303 where sketchily-formatted documents could cause the consumer to break and insert half-records
into the database breaking all sorts of things. We now capture the return codes of both convert and unpaper
and fail-out nicely.
• Fix for additional date types thanks to input from Isaac and code from BastianPoe (#301).
• Fix for running migrations in the Docker container (#299). Thanks to Georgi Todorov for the fix (#300) and to
Pit for the review.
• Fix for Docker cases where the issuing user is not UID 1000. This was a collaborative fix between Jeffrey
Portman and Pit in #311 and #312 to fix #306.
• Patch the historical migrations to support MySQL’s um, interesting way of handing indexes (#308). Thanks to
Simon Taddiken for reporting the problem and helping me find where to fix it.

3.13.16 1.2.0
• New Docker image, now based on Alpine, thanks to the efforts of addadi and Pit. This new image is dramatically
smaller than the Debian-based one, and it also has a new home on Docker Hub. A proper thank-you to Pit for
hosting the image on his Docker account all this time, but after some discussion, we decided the image needed
a more official-looking home.
• BastianPoe has added the long-awaited feature to automatically skip the OCR step when the PDF already contains text. This can be overridden by setting PAPERLESS_OCR_ALWAYS=YES either in your paperless.
conf or in the environment. Note that this also means that Paperless now requires libpoppler-cpp-dev
to be installed. Important: You’ll need to run pip install -r requirements.txt after the usual
git pull to properly update.
• BastianPoe has also contributed a monumental amount of work (#291) to solving #158: setting the document
creation date based on finding a date in the document text.

3.13.17 1.1.0
• Fix for #283, a redirect bug which broke interactions with paperless-desktop. Thanks to chris-aeviator for
reporting it.
• Addition of an optional new financial year filter, courtesy of David Martin #256
• Fixed a typo in how thumbnails were named in exports #285, courtesy of Dan Panzarella
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3.13.18 1.0.0
• Upgrade to Django 1.11. You’ll need to run ``pip install -r requirements.txt`` after the usual ``git pull`` to
properly update.
• Replace the templatetag-based hack we had for document listing in favour of a slightly less ugly solution in the
form of another template tag with less copypasta.
• Support for multi-word-matches for auto-tagging thanks to an excellent patch from ishirav #277.
• Fixed a CSS bug reported by Stefan Hagen that caused an overlapping of the text and checkboxes under some
resolutions #272.
• Patched the Docker config to force the serving of static files. Credit for this one goes to dev-rke via #248.
• Fix file permissions during Docker start up thanks to Pit on #268.
• Date fields in the admin are now expressed as HTML5 date fields thanks to Lukas Winkler’s issue #278

3.13.19 0.8.0
• Paperless can now run in a subdirectory on a host (/paperless), rather than always running in the root (/)
thanks to maphy-psd’s work on #255.

3.13.20 0.7.0
• Potentially breaking change: As per #235, Paperless will no longer automatically delete documents attached
to correspondents when those correspondents are themselves deleted. This was Django’s default behaviour, but
didn’t make much sense in Paperless’ case. Thanks to Thomas Brueggemann and David Martin for their input
on this one.
• Fix for #232 wherein Paperless wasn’t recognising .tif files properly. Thanks to ayounggun for reporting this
one and to Kusti Skytén for posting the correct solution in the Github issue.

3.13.21 0.6.0
• Abandon the shared-secret trick we were using for the POST API in favour of BasicAuth or Django session.
• Fix the POST API so it actually works. #236
• Breaking change: We’ve dropped the use of PAPERLESS_SHARED_SECRET as it was being used both for
the API (now replaced with a normal auth) and form email polling. Now that we’re only using it for email, this
variable has been renamed to PAPERLESS_EMAIL_SECRET. The old value will still work for a while, but
you should change your config if you’ve been using the email polling feature. Thanks to Joshua Gilman for all
the help with this feature.
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3.13.22 0.5.0
• Support for fuzzy matching in the auto-tagger & auto-correspondent systems thanks to Jake Gysland’s patch
#220.
• Modified the Dockerfile to prepare an export directory (#212). Thanks to combined efforts from Pit and Strubbl
in working out the kinks on this one.
• Updated the import/export scripts to include support for thumbnails. Big thanks to CkuT for finding this shortcoming and doing the work to get it fixed in #224.
• All of the following changes are thanks to David Martin: * Bumped the dependency on pyocr to 0.4.7 so new
users can make use of Tesseract 4 if they so prefer (#226). * Fixed a number of issues with the automated
mail handler (#227, #228) * Amended the documentation for better handling of systemd service files (#229) *
Amended the Django Admin configuration to have nice headers (#230)

3.13.23 0.4.1
• Fix for #206 wherein the pluggable parser didn’t recognise files with all-caps suffixes like .PDF

3.13.24 0.4.0
• Introducing reminders. See #199 for more information, but the short explanation is that you can now attach
simple notes & times to documents which are made available via the API. Currently, the default API (basically
just the Django admin) doesn’t really make use of this, but Thomas Brueggemann over at Paperless Desktop has
said that he would like to make use of this feature in his project.

3.13.25 0.3.6
• Fix for #200 (!!) where the API wasn’t configured to allow updating the correspondent or the tags for a document.
• The content field is now optional, to allow for the edge case of a purely graphical document.
• You can no longer add documents via the admin. This never worked in the first place, so all I’ve done here is
remove the link to the broken form.
• The consumer code has been heavily refactored to support a pluggable interface. Install a paperless consumer
via pip and tell paperless about it with an environment variable, and you’re good to go. Proper documentation
is on its way.

3.13.26 0.3.5
• A serious facelift for the documents listing page wherein we drop the tabular layout in favour of a tiled interface.
• Users can now configure the number of items per page.
• Fix for #171: Allow users to specify their own SECRET_KEY value.
• Moved the dotenv loading to the top of settings.py
• Fix for #112: Added checks for binaries required for document consumption.
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3.13.27 0.3.4
• Removal of django-suit due to a licensing conflict I bumped into in 0.3.3. Note that you can use Django Suit
with Paperless, but only in a non-profit situation as their free license prohibits for-profit use. As a result, I can’t
bundle Suit with Paperless without conflicting with the GPL. Further development will be done against the stock
Django admin.
• I shrunk the thumbnails a little ‘cause they were too big for me, even on my high-DPI monitor.
• BasicAuth support for document and thumbnail downloads, as well as the Push API thanks to @thomasbrueggemann. See #179.

3.13.28 0.3.3
• Thumbnails in the UI and a Django-suit -based face-lift courtesy of @ekw!
• Timezone, items per page, and default language are now all configurable, also thanks to @ekw.

3.13.29 0.3.2
• Fix for #172: defaulting ALLOWED_HOSTS to ["*"] and allowing the user to set her own value via
PAPERLESS_ALLOWED_HOSTS should the need arise.

3.13.30 0.3.1
• Added a default value for CONVERT_BINARY

3.13.31 0.3.0
• Updated to using django-filter 1.x
• Added some system checks so new users aren’t confused by misconfigurations.
• Consumer loop time is now configurable for systems with slow writes.
PAPERLESS_CONSUMER_LOOP_TIME to a number of seconds. The default is 10.

Just

set

• As per #44, we’ve removed support for PAPERLESS_CONVERT, PAPERLESS_CONSUME, and
PAPERLESS_SECRET. Please use PAPERLESS_CONVERT_BINARY, PAPERLESS_CONSUMPTION_DIR,
and PAPERLESS_SHARED_SECRET respectively instead.

3.13.32 0.2.0
• #150: The media root is now a variable you can set in paperless.conf.
• #148: The database location (sqlite) is now a variable you can set in paperless.conf.
• #146: Fixed a bug that allowed unauthorised access to the /fetch URL.
• #131: Document files are now automatically removed from disk when they’re deleted in Paperless.
• #121: Fixed a bug where Paperless wasn’t setting document creation time based on the file naming scheme.
• #81: Added a hook to run an arbitrary script after every document is consumed.
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• #98: Added optional environment variables for ImageMagick so that it doesn’t explode when handling Very
Large Documents or when it’s just running on a low-memory system. Thanks to Florian Harr for his help on
this one.
• #89 Ported the auto-tagging code to correspondents as well. Thanks to Justin Snyman for the pointers in the
issue queue.
• Added support for guessing the date from the file name along with the correspondent, title, and tags. Thanks to
Tikitu de Jager for his pull request that I took forever to merge and to Pit for his efforts on the regex front.
• #94: Restored support for changing the created date in the UI. Thanks to Martin Honermeyer and Tim White
for working with me on this.

3.13.33 0.1.1
• Potentially Breaking Change: All references to “sender” in the code have been renamed to “correspondent”
to better reflect the nature of the property (one could quite reasonably scan a document before sending it to
someone.)
• #67: Rewrote the document exporter and added a new importer that allows for full metadata retention without
depending on the file name and modification time. A big thanks to Tikitu de Jager, Pit, Florian Jung, and
Christopher Luu for their code snippets and contributing conversation that lead to this change.
• #20: Added unpaper support to help in cleaning up the scanned image before it’s OCR’d. Thanks to Pit for this
one.
• #71 Added (encrypted) thumbnails in anticipation of a proper UI.
• #68: Added support for using a proper config file at /etc/paperless.conf and modified the systemd unit
files to use it.
• Refactored the Vagrant installation process to use environment variables rather than asking the user to modify
settings.py.
• #44: Harmonise environment variable names with constant names.
• #60: Setup logging to actually use the Python native logging framework.
• #53: Fixed an annoying bug that caused .jpeg and .JPG images to be imported but made unavailable.

3.13.34 0.1.0
• Docker support! Big thanks to Wayne Werner, Brian Conn, and Tikitu de Jager for this one, and especially to
Pit who spearheadded this effort.
• A simple REST API is in place, but it should be considered unstable.
• Cleaned up the consumer to use temporary directories instead of a single scratch space. (Thanks Pit)
• Improved the efficiency of the consumer by parsing pages more intelligently and introducing a threaded OCR
process (thanks again Pit).
• #45: Cleaned up the logic for tag matching. Reported by darkmatter.
• #47: Auto-rotate landscape documents. Reported by Paul and fixed by Pit.
• #48: Matching algorithms should do so on a word boundary (darkmatter)
• #54: Documented the re-tagger (zedster)
• #57: Make sure file is preserved on import failure (darkmatter)
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• Added tox with pep8 checking

3.13.35 0.0.6
• Added support for parallel OCR (significant work from Pit)
• Sped up the language detection (significant work from Pit)
• Added simple logging

3.13.36 0.0.5
• Added support for image files as documents (png, jpg, gif, tiff)
• Added a crude means of HTTP POST for document imports
• Added IMAP mail support
• Added a re-tagging utility
• Documentation for the above as well as data migration

3.13.37 0.0.4
• Added automated tagging basted on keyword matching
• Cleaned up the document listing page
• Removed User and Group from the admin
• Added pytz to the list of requirements

3.13.38 0.0.3
• Added basic tagging

3.13.39 0.0.2
• Added language detection
• Added datestamps to document_exporter.
• Changed settings.TESSERACT_LANGUAGE to settings.OCR_LANGUAGE.

3.13.40 0.0.1
• Initial release
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